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Alessandro Giassi explained that data in industrial use requires more special care than data 
extracted from customers. “For example, to construct a predictive model for machine learning, 
the data needs to be transformed from time series to events.” He compared the model of machine 
learning to a living object: “In order for these living objects to stay alive and be effective they 
need to be fed by data and be regularly controlled by people who know how it works.”

Frédéric Despréaux 
Air Liquide VP of Large Industries WBL

In a branch that includes 400 plant assets with 1 billion industrial 
data points collected every day, Frédéric Despréaux sees a triple 
objective in leveraging such information: “To better serve our 
customers, to reach the next level of Operations Excellence (such 
as looking at recurring manual tasks and automating them), and 
ensuring that what’s being put in place is sustainable.”

“Reliability is the highest pRioRity foR stakeholdeRs. they want easy 
access to data and infoRmation that will impact theiR decision making.”

Alessandro Giassi 
Saint-Gobain Research Paris, Head of Datalab 

Created in 2015, the Datalab was a way to leverage digitalization 
across the company, a leader in the design and production of 
materials and solutions for construction, transportation, health 
and other sectors. Alessandro Giassi stressed connectivity as the 
first obstacle, meaning the ability to connect data from all their 
different plants in order to build a dataset that describes the story 
of the product during production – no easy feat with factories all 
over the world that look very different from one another.

He also touched on how sharing data could change relationships with clients and form new 
partnerships. “The goal is to open up and look at external data from suppliers and customers 
and push and develop new offers.” As for the opportunities within any company, he introduced 
the revolutionary notion of a data quotient, or a DQ, as a job skill set. “The data you generate 
is useful for someone else and how you make it accessible is very important. We need to think 
about that when recruiting. This shift in our company will change the jobs of over 4,000 people.”        

DATA & ASSETS

“ when we use machine leaRning on customeR data, like tRansactions, 
the g ains aRe spectaculaR and veRy quick. but when we apply data to 
the industRy side, the music changes.”
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Chatbots are now used regularly in customer relations – for questions about luggage, flight 
bookings and arrival times. “Over 50% of answers are now given by robots, but customer 
satisfaction is also increasing,” says Romain Melet. Applying Natural Language Processing (NLP), 
the company is able to better understand what customers need and respond accordingly. “Of 
course we need to improve performance and customer satisfaction,” Romain Melet says. “But the 
real challenge is how to build this at a company-wide scale.”

Michèle Schwalbe
BASF, Digital Project Coordinator, Data-to-Value

The world’s largest chemical company is mostly B2B, but B2C is 
a growing portion of their work. “Our vision of digitalization is to 
create an exciting customer experience, and data is needed for 
every digitalization project. A customer recently said, ‘I want you to 
solve my problems before I am even aware of them.’” 

Michèle Schwalbe outlines BASF’s four pillars of data-to-value: Infrastructure, Data Stewardship, 
Data Monetization, Data Sharing Culture. Beyond generating efficiencies and growing existing 
business, data creates an array of new opportunities. But one of the biggest challenges is changing 
the culture. “‘What to do?’ is relatively easy to answer,” says Michèle Schwalbe. “Everyone in the 
room agrees data is the new oil. But the key question is how do we do it. How to really engage 
our employees with the tools we provide. So it’s all about data sharing.”   

“ we established a data stewaRd community in basf, Responsible foR 
ouR data inventoRy and data quality. but theRe aRe no data owneRs 
anymoRe – the data belongs to the company.”

Romain Melet
Air France, Artificial Intelligence Program Manager

Data is being constantly gathered on passengers, cargo and aircraft 
maintenance, with the goal of optimizing processes and creating AI 
solutions to improve the capacity of all of Air France’s business lines. 
External customer data, for example, is being used to try to predict 
flight delays and provide better flight plans.  

 

DATA & CUSTOMERS

“the main issue we have is how we go 
fRom digital expeRimentation to ai on a big scale.”
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Héloïse Nonne’s team works with external partners and platforms to see what their data needs 
and problems are, and how to leverage the data. “We’ve worked with start-ups with success on 
prototypes. Yet I get so many emails from start-ups rushing to offer me new platforms, but big 
corporations can’t have a million platforms.”

Héloïse Nonne
SNCF, Head of Data Science

Better knowledge of mobility provides better transportation 
services, which can come from users of the SNCF app and the trains 
themselves, but also through interactions with different entities. 

“in eveRy pRoject we staRt, we make suRe the stakeholdeRs think of the final useR, 
and we don’t staRt a pRoject without thinking about the end useR.” 

“people aRe not data scientists, they aRe not expeRts, so it ’s veRy 
inteResting to explain to them what we’Re doing with theiR data.”

She is also attentive to questions of data privacy, even if it’s not always easy to define. “People 
have different definitions of what privacy means to them, but the interesting part of this new 
GDPR regulation is that it makes companies extract very clear agreements from the users, and 
that’s difficult because you have to be sure the user understands everything.” 

Caroline Goulard
Dataveyes, Co-founder and CEO

Working with big companies to translate their data into innovative 
user experiences, Goulard expresses the need of her clients to 
contextualize their business needs with a global picture. For start-
ups, a bigger challenge than budget is finding the time. “We can’t 
come to you with a tailored solution to your problems if you don’t 
take the time to explain your needs to us.” 

DATA & ECOSYSTEMS
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Yann Lechelle
 SNIPS COO

With a focus on privacy by design, Yann Lechelle is building 
a voice assistant solution that works on a device, not on the 
cloud. “We secured access to the acoustic data so that we 
could be independent. Then we built an easy to use solution, 
focusing initially on the niche makers community. We then 
professionalized the solution to address industrial clients.”

Sylvie Bothorel
Air Liquide Healthcare WBL, Technology VP

In creating highly-advanced medical solutions, she notes: “Data is 
flowing everywhere in the system, and it means you need several 
companies working together.”

“being able to explain to patients that ai is just 
anotheR tool is impoRtant.”

Speech recognition is a big data problem, Yann Lechelle explained. “Data from a lot of speakers 
who speak many languages is required to build reliable acoustic models. This data is available 
but costly, and the deep learning that goes with it both hungry in terms of computing ressources 
and AI expertise. Snips has managed to crush this barrier to entry with a little more than 100 
man/years of R&D, at a cost of nearly 15 million euros. Only a handful of companies in the 
world have achieved the level of performance that the market now demands, and most of these 
companies are headquartered in Silicon Valley. Snips is one of the rare players to have built a 
proprietary stack to achieve proper Voice Assistant and Speech Recognition Technology.” 

In the medical field, there are extra privacy considerations beyond GDPR. “And the rules are 
local – in Europe the data belongs to the patient, but that’s not the case in the U.S. and China.” 
But Sylvie Bothorel says she’s starting to see a shift in mindset. “People get freaked out, and we 
need to show them the human aspect is still there.”

DATA & ECOSYSTEMS

“staRtups have the agility that laRgeR gRoups lack, 
as they need to stabilize and pReseRve theiR coRe maRket shaRe. 
this is pRecisely why laRge companies need to leveRage the woRk

of staRtups to g ain agility while Remaining stable at the same time.”








